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The relevant businesses and enterprises (financial inter-

Customer benefit

mediaries and some other sectors) have a regulatory obli-

Compliance with the regulatory requirements of the Anti-

gation according to the Anti-Money Laundering Ordi-

Money Laundering Ordinance with regard to the checking of

nance, to comply with certain procedures to avoid money

persons and companies against PEP or sanctions lists.

laundering transactions. Among others, it has to be
checked by appropriate means if the beneficial owners

Price

and/or the controllers of the legal contracting party are

− Annual lump sum CHF 1‘050.- / year (incl. direct search)

politically exposed persons (PEP). Furthermore, it has to

− ComplianceCHECK Business CHF 5.- / Consumer CHF 1.-

be checked if the company or persons are registered in

− Customer database checking on demand

what is known as sanctions lists.
Contents of the lists and sources
How does the ComplianceCHECK work
The purpose of the ComplianceCHECK is to verify the
names of the natural or legal person about whom information is solicited, as well as their respective bodies, so

− Politically exposed persons (PEP)
Most comprehensive listing of politically exposed persons
(PEP) of all countries and territories of the world.
− Watch- & Blacklists (WB)

as to detect possible hits in the PEP and sanctions lists

International ‘alert reports’ on companies or persons,

and in the Watch&Blacklist at the time of delivery of the

provided by financial authorities and entities responsible

information. When a hit has been found, a dedicated link

for financial supervision, as well as wanted lists of police

makes it possible to display the details of the hit. Where

authorities, governments or national and international in-

required, the ComplianceCHECK and/or the details of the
hit can be documented in PDF format.

vestigation authorities.
− Sanctions lists (SANC)
Official national lists of persons or organisations against

ComplianceCHECK of the customer database

whom legal restrictions have been pronounced.
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Legislation requires periodic checking of the whole customer database to determine if there are any persons or

Short profile of the data provider info4c

organisations among the existing customers who have re-

info4c is the global provider for top-quality and customised

cently been registered on one of the lists. This service

compliance information. This Swiss company has been active

makes it possible to display all those companies that re-

in the Compliance sector for more than ten years and their

quire more detailed checking. It is therefore sufficient to

data are used by thousands of national and international

check only the relevant companies.

banks.

www.creditreform.ch

Calling up the ComplianceCHECK
The ComplianceCHECK is available in the CrediWEB as an
information product. At call-up of the product, the
names of the company/person concerned and their bodies are checked for possible hits on the PEP list, sanctions list and Watch&Blacklist and selected accordingly.
A dedicated link makes it possible to display the details
of the hit.
Check creditworthiness and compliance in one step
On request, the ComplianceCHECK can be integrated
into each of our information products if the regulatory
requirements make this necessary.

Identity check / international direct search
To obtain more details about the hit displayed, CrediWEB also provides an international direct search option.
The search box also makes it possible to check companies or persons who are not listed in the information or
other names that require more specific checking.

Documentation
The relevant information and details are available in PDF
format to document the hit.
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